Installation of Carver by Covercraft®
Custom Personal Watercraft Covers
The rear of the cover has the Carver by Covercraft® logo and sewn-on red reflector.
Sunbrella® & Ultra’tect™
Cover Warranty

Start at the front of the watercraft and slide the cover over the nose, making sure the cover
is centered.

How Long is the Warranty?
This warranty is valid to the original
owner for six (6) years from date
of purchase for Sunbrella fabric
five (5) years for Ultra’tect fabric.

Move to the back of the watercraft and pull the cover straight back, over the body edge
usually found above the jet drive. It is a tight fit and you must pull the cover snugly into place.
This tight fit prevents flapping or movement while towing.

NOTE: If the cover is not tight enough, make the following adjustments with the cover off
the watercraft,
What is Covered?
Workmanship:
Carver
by 1) Locate the elastic bungee cord sewn into the hem - you’ll find the ends of it at the hem
opening at the front of the cover.
Covercraft will repair any defects in
workmanship (including stitching) of
the cover. If we cannot repair your
cover, we will replace it without
charge.
Fabric:
Warranty
coverage
protects against fabric becoming
unserviceable due to loss of
strength resulting from normal
exposure conditions including
sunlight, mildew, rot and/or
atmospheric chemicals. Covercraft
will repair or replace the cover
or specific panels judged to be
unusable.
What is NOT Covered?
In continuous outdoor use, fading
of fabric color occurs naturally
and is not covered by warranty.
How Long Must You Wait For
Replacement?
Your cover will be repaired or
replaced and shipped back to
you, freight prepaid, within thirty
(30) days of Covercraft’s receipt
of the cover.

2) Pull the bungee cord out 4 to 6 inches and tie a new knot past the original knot.
DO NOT untie the original knot.
3) Refit the cover. If it is still not tight enough, repeat step 2 and move the knot
further up the cord.
IMPORTANT TOWING NOTE!
There are two (2) tie-down loops on each side of the cover. These must be used to keep the
cover in place while towing. Use nylon rope or a similar strap through the tie-down loops
to securely pull the cover tight under the watercraft. Fasten the tie-down ropes after the
watercraft is loaded on the trailer. DO NOT use rubber or bungee type cords for tie-downs,
as they can cause chafing of the watercraft body while trailering.
Watercraft covers have a flap for access to the fuel filler cap. This allows you to refuel the
watercraft while it is on the trailer, in transit, without removing the cover. Take care not to
spill gasoline or oil on the cover - it is flammable and will attract dirt and ruin the water
repellency.

CLEANING & CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Clean PWC cover regularly to remove salt, pollen and environmental pollutants
that could support the growth of mildew. Brush off any loose dirt or soil, then spray the
cover with a solution of mild, non-detergent soap (such as Lux, Dreft, Ivory or Woolite) and
cool/warm water. A soft brush may be used on heavily soiled areas; the use of 303 Fabric
How Can You Get Service?
Call
Customer
Service
at & Vinyl Cleaner to safely remove dirt and difficult stains from cover is also recommended.
(864) 457-5820, for shipping If cleaning diminishes the water repellency of the cover, we recommend treating with 303
instructions. Hours are M-F from High Tech Fabric Guard™ Water Repellent. Allow PWC cover to air dry thoroughly before
8AM to 5PM EST.
folding for storage.
How Does The State Law Apply?
This warranty gives you specific
legal rights and you may
haveadditional rights which vary
from state to state.
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Sunbrella® is a registered trademark
of Glen Raven Inc. Ultra’tect™ is a
registered trademark of
Covercraft Industries, LLC.
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